Modification Highlights for VR-203-G and VR-204-G

Executive Order

- Legal Language and Executive Order exhibits have been updated to reflect new revision level.

- Amended Exhibits 1, 2, 3, and 7 of VR-203 to add the Goodyear Maxxim Premier Plus hoses.

- Amended Exhibit 2 to add two equipment defects for the Veeder-Root Vapor Polisher.

- Amended Exhibit 5 to reword the cautionary note for draining gasoline from the vapor side of the hose during the liquid removal test.

- Amended Exhibits 1, 2, and IOM Section 5 to remove the reference to the “GA” nozzle.

- Amended Exhibits 1, 2, 4 and IOM Sections 5, 14, and 15 to change the VST membrane processor outlet from a P/V valve to a “rain cap or equivalent.” Text in paragraphs 11 and 11.4 in IOM Section 14 were revised to state that “If a P/V vent valve is used, the internal components must be removed to allow open venting to the atmosphere.”

- Amended Exhibits 8, 9, and 11 to revise the equipment calibration requirements.

- Amended Exhibit 12 to add a manual canister purge procedure.

- Made other minor changes for safety, clarity, and consistency.

IOM

- Amended Table of Contents and Section 6 to change “Daily Inspections” to “Weekly Inspections.”

- Amended Sections 3, 4 and 12 to add the Goodyear hoses.

- Amended Sections 8 and Table 2 of Section 19 to change the “PMC Setup Light Indicator” from yellow to red.

- Amended Section 12 to allow a ± 3 inch tolerance for the liquid pickup mark on the hose.

- Amended Section 14, paragraph 6.2 to revise the dispenser piping wording to match wording in Exhibit 2.

- Amended Section 18, page 11 to clarify the requirements for the horizontal piping between the 3-way valve and the canister. Clarified the first two paragraphs of the Offset Mount Installation instructions and added Flat Mounting Instructions.